Senior School Remote Learning Rubric- 2021
While reading a book of your
Research a famous person and

choice, visualise what you are

write a biography about their

reading. Read for 20 minutes

life. E.g sportsperson, celebrity

and then draw and write about
what you saw in your head.

Plan your own holiday. Where
would you go and what would
you do while you were there?
Why did you pick this
destination?

Create a poster of all the
interesting facts you know or
can research about natural
disasters.

If you could be any person in

Create a poster promoting

the world, who would you be

healthy eating. Include a catchy

Research the lifecycle of an

and why? Write a paragraph

slogan, images of healthy food,

animal. Create a detailed

convincing someone why this

your favourite healthy

diagram of what happens with

person would be the best

recipe/meal and the benefits of

pictures and descriptions.

option.

eating healthy.

Answer these riddles:

Create your own superhero.

1. How many 9's are there

Give them a name, a special

between 1 and 100?

Research a famous person and

power, an enemy, a place to

2. When my father was 31, I

create a mini book about their

live, and their likes and dislikes.

was 8 years old. Now he is

life.

Create a poster of your

twice as old as me. How old

superhero and then make a

am I?

comic about them.

Create your own invention that

Create five of your own

would help you do something.

equations that equal 24.

It could be a machine that

(For example: 2 x 12 = 24)

Learn a new card game and

favourite things. You could use

helps you clean your room, or a

Create five different equations

teach it to a family member or

photos, magazines, newspapers,

robot that cleans up the

that equal 854.

a friend.

patterns or anything that

rubbish in the ocean. Be

(For example: 1000 – 146 =

creative and imaginative!

854)

Research a country of your

Create a collage of all of your

represents you.

Answer the riddles:
1. What is half of two plus two?
2. Sally is 54 years old and her
mother is 80, how many years
ago was Sally's mother three
times her age?

If you could be any animal,

choice. Create a fact sheet

Create a bird’s eye view of your

which one would you be and

Write your own newspaper

Create a poster of all the

including where the country is

house. Include the windows,

why? Write a paragraph

article about something

interesting facts you know or

located, what language they

doors, furniture and

convincing someone why this

interesting that has happened

can research about your

speak, their traditions and the

landscaping.

animal would be the best

in the news recently.

favourite animal.

attractions of the country.

option.

